A-Z Alliteration Tongue-Twisters

Read a few of the following tongue-twisters to the class to introduce alliteration. Ask students to each choose three tongue-twisters to copy out and illustrate. Then have students extend their chosen twisters by adding more adjectives and adverbs. Students can compile their own A-Z list of alliteration tongue-twisters, which they can illustrate and share with classmates.

- Amanda Armington ate awesome anchovies, apples and almonds.
  - Billy Bob-Blue blew big, bouncing bubbles.
- Clifford Cuthbert carefully closed the clothes cupboard clasps.
  - Daniel Dawson ducked deftly as the ducks dived.
  - Evelyn Egbert efficiently eluded eleven elevated eggs.
  - Freddie Fathington flew far for French frankfurters.
  - Gregory Grumble grew great green Greek grapes.
  - Hannah Harriot happily hopped home from hopscotch.
  - Ivy Impala insisted on inserting ice-cream into an icebox.
  - Jimmy Jackhorn jabbed a jazzy javelin in jest.
  - Karina Karter kept a key in a khaki kettle.
  - Lucy Lovedale loved laughing lots at lumpy lemons.
- Morris Musselbrook made a mushy mango and mandarin mess.
  - Norman Noonan nodded nicely at noisy neighbours.
  - Olivia Ormand openly offered organic oranges.
- Pamela Pilsey plucked plump, purple plums and prickly pears.
- Quentin Quake quarrelled quite quietly with the queen’s quartet.
  - Robyn Rafter ran readily round a rare rambling rose.
  - Shelly Sherman shivered in her sheer shawl in the shady shelter.
- Trinity Tricket told two twins to taste the terrifically tempting tart.
  - Uma Uber’s unfriendly uncle was useless using utensils.
  - Veronica Vernon viewed a very vibrant violet vest.
  - Wilma Wilson wearily warmed the wry walrus.
  - Xavier Xenon x-rayed extra xylophones.
  - Yolande Yonda yearned for yellow yolks yesterday.
  - Zac Zeenan zipped and zoomed through the zany zoo.